
KANHA MAKHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL 
IMPORTANT QUESTIONS   
Class-11th Sub-Computer 

 
1. What is Python programming language? Write features of Python. 

2. Explain advantages and disadvantages of Python. 

3. Explain Python programming modes with suitable example. 

4. What do you understand bt Cross-Platform software with respect to Python? 

5. What are variables in Python? Explain main components of Python. 

6. Explain various data types of Python. 

7. How can we assign value to a variable? Explain with example. 

8. How can we check the data type of any input value? 

9. What are multiple assignments? Explain with example. 

10. Write variable naming rules in Python. 

11. Write a program in python for calculating area of a rectangle. 

12. How can we ask user to input number and string att runtime? Explain with suitable example. 

13. What are Tokens in Python? Explain all Python tokens. 

14. Write short note on Unary and Binary operators. 

15. What are short-hand assignment operators? Explain with example. 

16. What are user defined functions?Define a function for calculating area of a circle. 

17. Define eval() function? Write a program for adding two numbers using eval() function. 

18. How indentation works in Python? Write the way of writing  comments in Python. 

19. Explain the term- 

A.Flow Chart                   B.Pseudo Code           C.Decision Tree  

20. Explain all conditional statements with example. 

21. What is a break point? 

22. Explain types of logic gates with example. 

23. State and prove Demorgan’s Theorem. 

24. What is relational algebra?Explain various operations of relational algebra with example. 

25. What is Exception?Explain the use of multiple except block with example. 

26. What is Debugging?Explain various debug functions in Python. 

27. What is Number System? Explain various number system used in digital electronics. 

28. Add the Binary Numbers:- 

                       a)11111110001+10000001111            b)100001111010+111111111111 

       29. Convert the Following:- 

                   a) (AACEE-32) base-16 to base-8,base-2,base-10 

                   b) 1111100011.111 base -2 to base-10,base-8,base-16 

       30. What is Exception? Explain types of exception in Python? 

       31.Draw Circuit Diagram:- 

                a) F=a’.b+c’.d’        b) F=a’+b’      c)(a’+b’)’.(c+d’)’ 

       32. Explain various logical operators with truth table. 

       33. What is DBMS? Explain the types of DBMS. 



       34. What is NoSql database? Write short note on MongoDb. 

       35. Create a Database named 'kmps' in MongoDb having a collection 'student' in it.             4         

 a).Insert the following documents in it: 

   Name: 'Anurag'                 Class:10 
   Name: 'Amit'                     Class:9 
              Name: 'Vishal'                  Class:11 
   Name: 'Ankit'                    Class:08 
   Name: 'Rajesh'                  Class:07 
             Name: 'Payal'                    Class:05 
             b).Add another item Rollno in collection student. 
             c).Display all the documents. 
             d).Find all the items with class as 10. 

             e).Update class as 12th for Payal. 
      36. Create a database “Company” in MongoDB and a collection “Employee”,and populate it  

with the following documents.                4  

Emp_Id Emp_Name Designation Department Gender 

101 Rakesh Teacher Teaching Male 

102 Suresh Supervisor Admin Male 

104 Shreya Tele-caller CC Female 

 
 a) Write the command for displaying all Male employees. 

             b) Update the collection employee department for Emp_Name Rakesh with Department Non-Teaching.      
             c) Remove the document with Gender as Female. 
      37.What is SQL? Explain types of SQL Commands. 
      38. Write SQL command for creating given table:- 
 
ROLLNO NAME CLASS SECTION DOB 

1 Ram Kumar 11th  A2 1992-6-24 

2 Naresh Sikka 11th  A2 2000-5-02 

3 Kuwar Singh 11th  A2 2002-08-09 

4 Vipul 

Agrawal 

11th  A2 2001-07-29 

 
39.Write the sql command for renaming a column. 
40.Write the sql command for creating an index. 
41.What are Indexes in SQL?Write advantages and disadvantages of Indexes. 
42.Write the sql command for eliminating duplicate values from the table. 
43.What are SQL Operators?Explain SQL special operator with example. 
44.What is SQL Aliases? Write the syntax for creating table alias with example. 
45. Write the code for displaying given pattern using loop:- 
       a) *****   
          **** 
          *** 
          ** 
          * 
 



 
 

     b) A 
        BB 
        CCC 
        DDDD 
        EEEEE 
 
    c)  1 
          12 
          123 
          1234 
 
     d) 1 
         23 
        456 
        78910 
 
46. What is Conditional Statement? Explain types of conditional statements with example. 
47.  Write the code for checking whether the entered number is even or odd. 
48. Write the code for adding numbers from 1 to 30 using loop. 
49. Write the code which accepts 10 items and insert them into a list. 
50. Write the code which asks user to input 10 values and add them to a tuple. 
51.  Explain various list,tuples and string built in functions. 
52. What is Dictionary in Python? Write the various dictionary functions. 
53.Write the output of given code:- 
      A) L1=[4,5,6,7,8,9] 
            L1[4:6] 
     B) S1=’PYTHON PROGRAMMING’ 
          S1[1:5:-2] 
     C) T1=10,20,30,40,50 
          T1[5:1:-1] 
54.Write short note on Boolean Algebra and Boolean Logic. 
55.What is RDBMS?Write advantages of RDBMS. 
56.What is data independence?Explain it’s types. 
57.What is Sorting?Write a program of bubble sort with example. 
58. Write a python program to sort a data using insertion sort. 
59.What is difference between DML and DCL? 
60. What is difference between Char and Varchar data types? 


